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The question of whether there exists a highly polar-
ized source somewhere else in the sky which is con-
sistent with Weber's observations is presently being
considered by us.

'One could argue that we are so far off the disk beam
maximum that the polarization is &30Vo, but this arti-
ficial situation would yield much less flux locally and
would bring back the mass-loss problem.

In Fig. 3(b) we show the intensity I (Weber's histo
grams -I' ') due to such an unpolarized source at the
Galactic center, averaged for two antennas spaced
12' apart in longitude. The histogram for 4-h bins is
indistinguishable from Weber's, which is in agreement
with his conclusions. Note that grouping the data into
3-h bins rather than the usual 4-h bins greatly in-
creases the histogram modulation. This is a sensitive
test for unpolarized transverse tensor radiation.

Interpretation of Gravitational-Wave Observations*

C. W. Misner
Center for Theoretical Physics, Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742
(Received 22 November 1971; revised manuscript received 13 March 1972)

If Weber's gravitational-wave observations are interpreted in terms of a source at the
Galactic center, both the intensity and the frequency of the waves are more reasonable if
the source is assumed to emit in a synchrotron mode (narrow angles, high harmonics).
Although presently studied sources for such modes are astrophysically unsatisfactory—high-energy, nearly circular, scattering orbits —other possible sources are under
study.

Weber' has estimated that a straightforward in-
terpretation of his observations would involve-a
source at the center of the Galaxy radiating iso-
tropically an average power of 10'Mac'/yr in the
form of gravitational waves. In part, simply be-
cause of the fundamental significance of the detec-
tion of gravitational waves, but in part also be-
cause of the lack of more appealing astrophysical
proposals for a source for this radiation, Web-
er's observations are not yet considered defini-
tive. I am not, however, aware that there re-
mains outstanding any proposal to explain the ob-
servations as artifacts arising from any cause
other than unconscious observer bias. This last
possible source of error is being eliminated by
increasing automation of the experiment. Since,
further, several independent attempts to verify
Weber's observations are underway, the observa-
tional data could soon become undebatable. In
this paper I presume that the gravitational-wave
flux at the earth is that indicated by Weber's ex-

periments, and suggest directions in which more
satisfactory theories of the source can be sought.

The essence of my proposal is that one not fo-
cus attention on sources which emit primarily
gravitational quadrupole radiation, but instead
seek sources for synchrotron modes of gravita-
tional radiation, i.e. , modes which radiate high
harmonies of the source motion frequencies in
narrow angular distributions. In the following
Letter it is shown that sources can, in principle,
be manufactured which emit gravitational syn-
chrotron radiation. The remainder of this note
indicates why the observational evidence leads to
a presumption that the source is emitting gravita-
tional synchrotron radiation, and then indicates
some directions in which one might hope to create
a theory of the source mechanism.

I assume that the source is located near the
center of our Galaxy for the reasons Weber' has
suggested, and because assuming a distribution
of sources throughout the Galactic disk (with the
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Gravitational Synchrotron Radiation in the Schwarzschild Geometry*
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Cente~ for Theoretical Physics, Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University of Maryland, College Parh, Maryland 20742
(Received 9 December 1971)

The existence of a mechanism for gravitational synchrotron radiation is demonstrated
in solutions of the wave equation in the Schwarzschild background, with the source a par-
ticle in a highly relativistic circular geodesic. The main features {high-frequency har-
monics, narrow angular distribution in latitude) are shown to hold for vector {electro-
magnetic) and tensor {gravitational) radiations, which are expected to be strongly polar-
ized in the orbit plane. Detailed formulas for the spectrum are given in the scalar case.

As described in the preceding Letter, ' gravita-
tional synchrotron radiation (GSR) is a crucial
concept in searching for exotic astrophysical
phenomena, which it might make visible through
Weber's' gravity telescopes. 8'e here demon-
strate that a gxaeitationaE synchrotron radiation
mechanism exists as a consequence of Einstein's
general relativity theory. Thus, particles in
highly relativistic circular orbits in gravitational
fields can be expected to radiate strongly, into
limited angles, at high harmonics of the orbit fre-
quency. Charged particles would radiate electro-
magnetic waves predominantly, while a neutral
particle would radiate gravitational waves. One
example, however, suffices to prove the exis-
tence of the GSR phenomenon; so this first com-
putation assumes, for simplicity, that the parti-
cle couples to a massless scalar field and radi-
ates scalar waves.

In this paper we consider a highly relativistic
(unstable) circular geodesic orbit near r = 3M
in the Schwarzschild geometry (in units with G
=c =1). Although this calculation is astrophysi-
cally unrealistic, it is important to demonstrate
the possibility of GSR in principle. Furthermore,
the situations of possible astrophysical interest, '
which involve the extreme (a=i') Kerr' black
hole metrics, are expected to have features in
common with Schwarzschild GSR. Gravitational
radiation from highly relativistic orbits has been
computed previously by Peters, ' who also found
radiation concentrated in narrow angles. Peters's
relativistic gravitational brem sstrahlung calcula-
tions considered scattering at large impact param-
eters b»& and for small scattering angles $«1,
while the present GSR calculations in the Schwarzs-
child metric may be considered to treat high-en-
ergy scattering at small impact parameters b
= 3PS~ which involve very large scattering an-
gles $»2n. (The scattering orbit winds around
many times near its pericenter, and is approxi-

The barrier penetration factor which gives these
results is just

exp[ ——'rr (1 +
J
m

J 6) —2rrq], (2)

when 5 is small [see Eq. (19) which gives the
power output in the lm mode]. Here 5 is related
to the radius r, of a circular geodesic orbit in the
field of a Schwarzschild mass ~ by

r, = (3+ 5)M, (3a)

and to the energy (as measured at infinity) per
unit rest mass y by

1 ~ Sy2 (3b)

The radiation in the ~, mode is found to be emit-
ted at frequency

where

(oo (4)

rgp = (M jr s)'r2

is the fundamental (orbit) frequency. Thus the
barrier factor (2) lets us define

mated by an unstable circular orbit. )
The qualitatively most significant aspect of our

result is a barrier penetration factor arising in
the solution of a homogeneous, Schrodinger-like,
wave equation. But the homogeneous equations
are identical in the scalar, vector, and tensor
cases to the required accuracy. Thus the fea-
tures controlled by this factor will hold also for
radiation of electromagnetic (vector) and gravi-
tational (tensor) waves. These features are (i) a
spectrum cutoff for frequencies + &~„j„and
(ii) a suppression of radiation in angular (&, )
modes with q'»1 where

2q=—l —/m/ .
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Kip’s grad students (1971)
Jim Ipser, Richard Price, Bernie Schutz, Cliff Will, Bill Press . . .

� 1974



NP and all that

Fab $ fˆ0; ˆ1; ˆ2g

Cabcd $ f‰0; ‰1; ‰2; ‰3; ‰4g

‰4 �
d 2h

dt2

Price: R-W with Im.‰2/
Fackerell & Ipser: Decoupled eqn for ˆ1 (Kerr)
Bardeen & Press: Eqns for ‰0; ‰4 (Schw)
“If it works for Schw, it’ll work for Kerr”

Ha! Ha!
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A mythical super-genius somewhere East of Pasadena
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Responsible for large chunk (impossible HW problems)
Kip tells me he’s expert on PDEs
Sends me off to spend a month at UMD!
Charlie lends me several hand-written notebooks
I get nowhere. Return home feeling have let Kip down
Turns out not Charlie’s fault . . .
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6 Months Later . . .

Use ��4‰4, � D �
1

r � ia cos �

Similarly: ��2ˆ2
(But ‰0 and ˆ0)

‰4 D

Z
d! e�i!t

X
lm

eim�Slm.�; a!/Rlm.r; !/



Black Hole Ringdown

(Figure: Kip Thorne)

(NR: ADM)
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Quasi-normal Modes

Noticed by Vishveshwara (1970)
(GW Scattering off Schwarzschild)

Late times: h �
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Overtones

Modes: hlm D

1X
nD0

Clmne
�i!lmnt

! D !r C i!i D !r � i=�

h � cos.!rt /e
�.t=�/

n D overtone index
No-hair: !lmn D !lmn.Mf ; af /
n sorts by decreasing damping times
Increasing n ! lower frequency
overtones often ignored (“subdominant”)



Ringdown Waveform Modeling

Buoannano, Cook, Pretorius (2007): equal mass BBH
- (2,2,0) + 3 overtones good even before peak of ‰4

- t.‰4;peak/ � t.hpeak/C 10M

EOB ringdown modeled with QNMs including overtones
Community: QNMs good for modeling, but h still
non-linear at tpeak
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h22 D

NX
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C22ne
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Least-squares ! C22n, .MNR
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Non-Linearities are Small!
Overtones ! linear description
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Overtone Decomposition
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Other evidence: small perturbations of !’s make fit worse
Controversy! (e.g., QNMs overcomplete, unstable, . . . )



Fitting Exponentials

Aei.!tC�/ D Aei�ei!t D Zei!t

! known: Linear least squares
- But which modes?

! not known: Ill-conditioned e.g. Lanczos (1956)

- “Best” algorithm: Variable Projection (VARPRO)
Golub & Pereyra (1973)
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Ill-Conditioning (Linear Case)
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Ill-Conditioning (Nonlinear Case)
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Noise Sources

Theoretical investigations with NR vs Detection via data analysis

Nonlinearities
- Quadratic modes arXiv:2208.07374, arXiv:2208.07380

Unmodeled modes
Numerical error
Frame dependence (BMS . . . )
Precession



Summary

Ringdown begins close to peak strain
Overtones dominate early ringdown
Fitting can be tricky! (VARPRO, including all modes . . . )
Exciting new results on the way!

Non-linearities in the ringdown surprisingly small

ˆ
are seemingly
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Filtering the 22 Mode
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Excitation Factors

Oshita (2021)
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